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The Man Law Digital Meat Thermometer MAN-ET578BBQ 

 

This is the BBQ Master Maker! 

It is a digital meat thermometer. Note: it’s digital – so not to be left in the oven or BBQ where it’s hot like 

the DIAL meat thermometers. Believe me – this has happened!! 

 

Unscrew the head of the unit & install the batteries, screw the head back on (hand tight). Now you’re ready! 

 

Now – it doesn’t matter how long the meat is on the BBQ (or in the pan) it is the temperature in the centre 

that decides if it is rare, med or well done. 

Take the meat (except fish & chicken) out of the fridge about ½ hour before you need to cook to allow it to 

warm up. 

 

Have the BBQ medium to hot when you put the meat on – that is to sear the outsides & seal in the juices, 

then turn down to a medium heat to cook. 

Turn as often as you like. As you turn you will notice the juices accumulating on the top of the ‘steak’. 

 

Turn the thermometer on, select the type of meat and doneness (press the buttons – you’ll work it out) 

Put the tip of the thermometer into the thickest part of the meat (doesn’t need to go into the meat far as 

it’s only the tip that senses the temperature). 

The thermometer will display the temperature that the meat is now & the temperature that you have set 

as your required doneness. This way you’ll know how far away from being done the steaks are or roast is. 

When it has reached the right temperature when you’re testing it (the temp you have set) the unit will 

beep & flash at you to let you know it’s done, so, when you know you’re close – test more often. 

 

Then ALL IMPORTANT rest the meat in a warm place. Len usually just turns the BBQ off a minute or so 

before it’s done & closes the hood. They will finish off & rest. This resting allows the juices to reabsorb back 

into the meat fibres & makes it more succulent. If you cut straight away you’ll notice all the juices run out – 

if you normally cut the meat to check for doneness as you’re “not sure” then this is probably what you 

were doing each time to check if things were cooked. 

 

This unit is GREAT for chicken (& snags) as you never eat chook, snags or other poultry underdone & this 

piercing & seeing if the juices run clear is a bit “subjective”! If doing chicken check in a few places & don’t 

touch the bone as the bone will be hotter than the meat & the thermometer will think that the chicken is 

more done that it really is. 

 

This is a favourite product of mine so hope you like it too. 

 

Thanks – Cheers – The Grill Master’s 2IC 

 


